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Abstract 

This dissertation studies and defines the concept of portraying personality through 

character design in the context of 20 Animation. The study examines the effectiveness of 

portraying personality through character design compared to portraying personality through 

narrative based on the characters portrayed in Disney's Gravity Falls. The topic was selected due 

to the growing popUlarity ofcartoons that portray personality through narrative in the mainstream 

media, thus effectively edging animations portraying personality through character design off the 

limelight. Consequently, the personalities in Disney's Gravity Falls were chosen as inspirations' 

to develop the characters in the animation project along with this thesis. 

This dissertation will also determine that personality through character design based on 

the characters in Disney's Gravity Falls is still well received and is able to be assimilated into the 

animation project Hidden Valley. 



Abstrak 


Diserlasi ini dikaji dan didefinisikan kansep penggambaran keperibadian me/a/ui reka 

bentuk walak dalam konteks Animasi 2D. Kqjian ini mengkaji keberkesanan keperibadian yang 

ditUlyukkan melalui reka bentuk watak berbanding dengan keperibadian yang ditlmjukkan 

melalui naratif berdasarkan watak yang digambarkan dalam animasi Gravity Falls dari Disney. 

Topik ini dipilih atas sebab popu/arili animasi yang menggambarkan keperibadian me/a/ui 

naratif dalam media arus perdana. dengan begitu berkesan meredakan animasi yang 

menggambarkan keperibadian mela/ui reka bentuk watak dari pusat perhalian. Akibatnya, 

personaliti da/am Gravity Falls oleh Disney dipi/ih sebagai inspirasi dalam pembangunkan 

watak-watak da/am projek animasi bersama dengan tesis ini. 

Disertasi in; juga akan menentukan bahawa keperibadian mela/ui reka benluk 

watak berdasarkan walak-watak dalam Gravity Falls oleh Disney masih diterima dengan baik 

dan dapat diasimi/asikan ke da/am projek animasi Hidden Valley. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Overview 

Chapter I discusses on Applying Personality through Character Design in 2D Animation 

based on the Characters in Disney's Gravity Falls which is the core focus of this research 

alongside Research Question, Objectives, Research Hypothesis, and Conclusion. 

1.1 Research Background 

To quote Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), 'Art is the queen of all sciences communicating 

knowledge to all the generations of the world'. (Romero & Machado, 2007) Art can be defined as 

a range of diverse human activities in crafting pictorial, aural or artworks to outline the artist's 

imaginative skills. This is to ensure the appreciation of the splendour and emotional values of art. 

Visual arts are recognized to be the oldest documented forms of art, which is the creation of 

images and objects in fields such as painting. printmaking, sculpture, photography, and animation 

whether it is traditionally or digitally made. 
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Character design is one of the fonns of visual arts and is largely used in the context of 

animated films, comics, and games which there are fictionalized characters with whom the 

spectators identify with, based on Bartholdy (2008). It is also the method of defining a character 

based on their personality through visual attributes presented in the final design. Hence, a good 

character can be described as a character that shows their personality through the character design 

without the help of the storyline. 

Moreover, to quote Asch (1946), "We look at a person and immediately a certain 

impression of his character fonns itself in us". This means that a person's physical characteristics 

initiate presumptions of their behaviours or personalities the person might have. While this 

perceptive bias might not be fair it has been one of the greatest assets a character designer can 

have. From just the silhouette or design of a character, the audience can tell how the character 

will or will not behave. 

The chief reference for this research would be from an American animated television 

series produced by Disney called Gravity Falls. It has been aired from June 15,2012, to February 

15, 2016. The creator, Alex Hirsch, inspired the series from his own experiences as a child with 

his twin sister during their summer breaks. One of the many attractions of the animated series is 

how the characters' personalities are portrayed through the shape and design. 

2 



For this research, the researcher has chosen to work on a fantasy based 2D animation 

while incorporating the personalities existing in Gravity Falls into the characters in the animation 

by presenting them through the overall character design. This is because the way the characters in 

Gravity Falls shown their personalities through their design have attracted the research to 

experiment on the same notion while studying the limitations of it through photographic 

placement and the process of animation in the project. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Applying personality in character design tend to be overlooked in favour of telling the 

character's personality in the animation's storyline instead. Based on the personalities in Gravity 

Falls, researcher wants to show how a character's personality can be transparent through the 

character design in 2D animation. 

1.3 Objectives 

I. 	 To analyse the relationship between a character's personality and their design. 

2. 	 To study how the characters' personalities are shown in Gravity Falls. 

3. 	 To produce an animation that demonstrates the personalities in Gravity Falls into the character 

designs in Hidden Valley. 
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1.4 Research Hypothesis 

Applying Gravity Falls' personalities in the character designs in Hidden Valley is capable 

of enhancing the animation's storyline while being more effective than telling their personalities 

through the narrative. 

1.5 Research Question 

1. 	 How can personality be fully utilized in character designing to give a better understanding on a 

character? 

2. 	 Vv'by does showing personality in character design can give a more satisfYing impact instead of 

showing personality in the storyline? 

3. 	 How do the personalities from Gravity Falls be portrayed through the characters of the animation 

project? 

1.6 Significance of Study 

This research's purpose is to create a 2D animation entitled 'Hidden Valley' that 

incorporates personalities shown in Gravity Falls into the character designs of the animation. It 

will be digitally done using Adobe Photoshop, Adobe After Effects, and other helpful software. 

The researcher wants to contribute to the study of character designing and focusing more on the 

aspects ofpersonality while referring to the personalities presented in Gravity Falls. 
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1.7 Summary 

In conclusion, this chapter specifically describes on the research for the limitations and 

also the method of showing Gravity Falls' personalities through character design. Combining 

both techniques will yield a distinctive and vibrant 2D animation that can entice the targeted 

audience. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Overview 

Chapter 2 established the previous research by authors to benefit this research topic on 

Applying Personality through Character Design in 2D Animation based on the Characters in 

Disney's Gravity Falls in addition to establishing the importance of personality in design 

methodologically. Furthennore, resources have been accumulated and reviewed as a guide to 

finish the research together with the further understanding of the aforementioned research topic. 

2.1 History in Animation 

Generally, animation is referred to as the fonnation of a sequence of imageries that is 

modified over time to represent the illusion of motion drawn, painted, or made using other 

methods artistically. Long before the start of the filming era, humans as far back as in the 

Palaeolithic era illustrated motion in two dimensional arts that is static, where animals are 

frequently depicted with multiple legs in overlaid positions, based on Thomas (1958) from Walt 

Disney Studios. Only in the 1900s that motion had been successfully depicted in animated 

images using numerous devices such as the magic lantern, thaumatrope, phenakistoscope, 

zoetrope, flip book, and praxinoscope. 
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One of the earliest examples of the approach to capture motion in art is the Seven 

Drawings by Leonardo da Vinci (c.ISlO). It extends over two folios in the Windsor Collection, 

Anatomical Studies of the Muscles of the Neck, Shoulder, Chest, and Arm, have complete 

interpretations of the torso and facial structures that are less detailed. The sequence demonstrates 

various angles of the character as it revolves while the arms are extended. Since the drawings 

display only minor alterations between one image to another, they imply the motion of a solitary 

figure altogether. 

Granting that some of the early examples were similar enough to a series of animation 

sketches, the cause of them to not be known as true animation is because of the lack ofany means 

to demonstrate them in motion and the tremendously low frame rate of some of the examples. 

~evertheless, the practice of exemplifying motion over the years by producing a sequence of 

images organized in consecutive order delivered an establishment for the improvement of the art. 

Two-dimensional (20) animation produces movement in a two-dimensional creative 

space using 20 bitmap and vector gtaphics together with computerized versions of traditional 

animation methods, onion skinning, interpolated morphing, and interpolated rotoscoping (Masson, 

2007), There are many applications for 20 animation comprising Flash animation, PowerPoint 
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animation, and analogue computer animation. Cinemographs are motionless photographs 

animated in the form ofa dynamic Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) file. 

The art of2D animation has remained for over hundreds of years and nearly as long as the 

creation of the first motion camera (Green, 2012). It was accidentally discovered by stopping the 

camera and starting it to record again just a moment later. The accident shown that the film 

would 'jump' from the first scene to the next. By this discovery, the stop motion technique was 

founded and explored by starting the camera to catch a particular instant in time and then ending 

it to modifY the scene. With more progressive cameras nowadays, 24 images per second are the 

least quantity of imageries per second to produce the impression ofmovement. 

By researching about the roots of animation especially 2D animation, the researcher can 

understand more on the technicalities such as the 12 principles of animation, pre-production, 

production, and the post-production part of creating an animation. These procedures will be 

thoroughly studied and used in the makings of the project where they fit. 
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2.2 Personality 

Personality refers to singular differences in distinctive patterns of thought, emotion, and 

behaviour. To quote Kendra Cherry (2016) in her article entitled Personality Psychology, 

personality is something that people frequently describe, yet many do not wholly comprehend 

exactly what the methodical study of personality really is. The study of personality centres on 

two wide-ranging areas. The first area is the understanding of the individual distinctions in 

specific characteristics, for example, petulance or amiability whereas the other one is the 

understanding ofa person coming together as a whole through the various parts of said person. 

"A trait is a temporally stable, cross-situational individual difference", quoted from G. 

Scott Acton (2001). Moreover, currently the most commonly accepted trait theory of personality 

is the 'Big Five' Theory, which emerged from the iindings from the past researehers. This theory 

proposes that personality is made up of five extensive personality scopes which are extraversion, 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, openness, and neuroticism. From each trait, there exists two 

extremes with a wide range which each person's personality lies somewhere in between that 

spectrum. 

To be more specific regarding the two extremes in each personality scope in the 'Big Five' 

theory, the first scope which is extraversion is categorized by sociability, talkativeness, 

excitability, and great amount of emotional expressiveness. People who are outgoing and have a 
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tendency to gain energy in social outings are high in extraversion. People who are low in 

introversion, or more commonly kno"'n as introverts, however, have lesser social engagements 

and energy levels. Then, conscientiousness comprises of traits like thoroughness and systematic 

(Srivastava, 2017). People with the opposite of this scope are likely spontaneous, unpredictable, 

and adaptable to sudden changes. 

Furthermore, agreeableness trait mirrors separable differences in general concern for 

communal harmony and includes people who are considerate, trustworthy, and willing to 

compromise their comforts with others (Rothmann; Coetzer, 2003). The other end of the 

spectrum is disagreeableness which is full of individuals who place their self-interest higher than 

others. After that, the trait openness is a universal thankfulness for art, imagination, and emotion 

People who are high in openness are intellectually inquisitive and open to their emotions. Closed 

people lean towards being frigid and more analytical. 

Lastly, the neuroticisro scope is the inclination to experiencing negative emotions such as 

depression, aludety, and anger (Jeronimus, 2015). Personages who score high in neuroticism are 

expected to be passionately reactive, pessimistic, and susceptible to anxiety for abnormally long 

periods of time. People at the other end of this spectrum are least expected to be passionately 

reactive and tend to be calm and collected. Usually, this is called as emotional stability but that 

does not mean that emotionally stable people practices positive emotions. 
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The researches collected regarding personality especially the 'Big Five' theory in 

personality psychology is a huge stepping stone for the researcher to develop an improved 

understanding on how to write believable characters in the project. The researcher will srudy on 

the traits available from the chief reference of this animation project and enhance them using the 

'Big Five' theory, 

2.3 Character Design 

A good cnaracter design should not only be entirely focused on what the character is but 

also focused on the details on the design of the character. It should also not be focused on who 

the cnaracter is without giving a thought on how to make it individually unique. In the DVD The 

Art of Character DeSign Vol. 1, character designer David Colman mentions about the who and 

the what which are both important traits in character designing. It is crucial to get to know and 

comprehend who the character is and then bring out the personality through the character design. 

Posrure and body language can be said as the key medium to display emotions and 

personality instead of the face (Coleman and Wu, 2010). This is because without a face, a clear 

profile of a character can demonstrate personality and emotion murually. A face could show the 

exact thing but only if the personality and emotion are shown along in the character's body. If not, 
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